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3 months of immersive research 
in a social housing complex
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Hosts



How do you stay a 
#foreverprototype… or  

can you?



We do not 
learn from 
experience.  

We learn from 
reflecting on 
experience.

- John Dewey - 



reflection cafe



growth bash



community: 500+ 
kudoers: 160+ 

400+ stories



Learning Coach role

70 
Kudoers 

coaching 
reflection 
motivation
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Coaching Tools…



we draw on theory 



Curator role

80+ 
Hosts 
recruitment 
mobilization  
engagement



Experiences



So, does Kudoz work?



80% of active users report 
change in at least 1 of 5 areas:  

(1) pursuable interest,  
(2) sustained relationship, 
(3) new job,  
(4)  novel skill or  
(5) improved self-perception.

High Impact High Volume 

150  
Kudoers

470  
Hosts

355  
Stories of Change

What we measure















“Hosting is good for me because we get caught up 
in the day to day. Sometimes before the experience 
I’m feeling frustrated, I have other things going on 
and I might be stressed from a phone call with a 
client and I might think it’s not a ‘good day’ for an 
experience. But then I see the sense of success in a 
Kudoer when they are setting the tables in the 
banquet hall and they finally figure it out … After 
the experience I always feel totally different. The 
newness and exposure makes you realize you take 
it all for granted, like coming here everyday and 
holding down a job.”

        Stephanie 
Convention Centre





“Before Kudoz, M could not make a decision, 
now he can make a decision. He has initiation 

now for himself. He can make more 
conversation. He is very friendly now, before 

he didn’t want to join.”  

“Before he had 2 hours a week of respite, but 
they just stayed at home. Now, with Kudoz, 

he’s going out and meeting people. He knows 
how to use the phone. He responds. He makes 

plans.”

These are stories like MJ & mom



Phone: (604)862-5836
Email: hello@kudoz.ca

Get in 
touch! 

@kudozexperience

kudoz.ca


